The Active is the ultimate
outdoor rollator

The Outdoor Rollator

Sturdy and comfortable, with large front
wheels, the Active takes you anywhere you
want to go. With a comfortable seat to sit
down on when you need a break, a convenient,
secure shoppingbasket and, of course,
the safety features you need to be able to
enjoy an active life both indoors and out.

Large wheels – Perfect
for outdoors and most
terrains, keeping the
Active stable and safe,
even on rough ground.

Snag-free cables –The
brake wires are hidden
inside the frame to keep
from snagging, to keep
you safe and to avoid
dragging items from
surfaces as you pass by.

Folding – One handed and
easy. The Active stands
folded so you can park
it anywhere you want.

Fits all - Active has one
of the widest ranges of
height adjustments, to
make sure you find the
correct height for you.

Safety & comfort - made easy
A rollator should be a reliable companion,
and we have designed a product that is
safe and comfortable to use in any daily
situation, for just about anyone.
The Active was designed in
Norway, by an Access team
dedicated to safety, comfort and
the possibility of maintaining an
active and independent lifestyle.

Kerb climber – We
recommend using our
convenient kerb climber
which saves you lifting
the rollator up onto kerbs
and over thresholds.
Room to move - Due to
the ergonomic design of
the Active, you have plenty
of room for long, upright,
comfortable strides. Many
other rollators encourage
you to lean forward, which
is bad for your back.

Easy access - To get close
to counters etc, just lift up
the seat, remove the basket
and you are inside the
rollator with support and
comfort, as with every other
situation using the Active.
Seat height – Because
we are all different, the
seat is adjustable, to
make it comfortable and
ergonomically correct.
And of course it is as easy
to adjust as everything
else on the Active.

www.active-walker.com

The Active was awarded
the Norwegian award
for design excellence.

Visit our international website for more
information on the Active, including
demonstration videos that will show just
how easy it is to use and where to buy!

Here is the verdict:
“The Active rollator has solved many
challenges in a better way than that of its
competitors”…“Fine attention to detail”...
“a well thought through product”...
“This product has been carefully designed
with a sporty appearance adapted to a
demanding and active user group”

We hope you will try the
Active yourself and agree!

“Safety in numbers” - Our
height levels are numbered
and click into place so that
you can be sure to have the
correct height, and that the
position is locked and safe.
Easy adjustments –
Everything is easy to
adjust! No tools needed
and no loose parts that
can fall away and get
lost. Every adjustment
is marked in red and is
intuitive and easy to do.
Safe storage - We have
placed the shopping basket
under the seat – to keep
your belongings safe.
The Active comes fully
assembled, so all you need
to do is take it out of the box
and you are ready to go!

“I

ordered the Active Rollator prior
to having bilateral knee replacement
surgery. It has been a wonderful tool in
my recovery

”

Did you know that...

Williams, US

There is an International Standard for rollators
(ISO 11199-2) requiring that “rollators
manufacured for outdoor use shall have front
wheel diameter no less than 180 mm”.
Going beyond the standards, the Active features
250 mm front wheels – for your safety.

T: +47 405 66 33 6
E: rollator@accessvital.no
W: active-walker.com
Technical specifications:
Type

Access Active

Dimensions

60 x 72 x 78-100cm

Folded dimensions

60 x 46 x 85cm

Weight

9

User weight

125kg

Front wheel size

25cm

The Active has a large range of accessories.
Here are just some:

Back wheel size

20cm

Seat height

50-63cm

Active Cushion Set
Personalise your Active with
these bright and colourful
cushion sets. Available in
seven different colours!

Don’t sit inside and watch the world
go by – get Active and stay active!

Active Deluxebag
Conveniently located
in front of the seat, with
easy attachment and
a practical handle, this
Deluxebag is perfect for
increased storage space.
Active Backrest
For that extra support, this
practical backrest moves
with the seat to make sure
you are always comfortable.

